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Crown Office

A rare example of a copper alloy shoe buckle bearing a maker’s stamp, dating to
the late 17th century or early 18th century, Tain



COTT.81/02
Finds from Tain, Sutherland, by Mike Gallon

COTT81/02/01
A copper alloy double looped buckle of a common mid 17th century type. 37x22mm

COTT81/02/02
A white metal double looped buckle of mid 17th century type. 43x22mm

COTT81/02/03
A copper alloy shoe buckle of late 17th century type with opposing panels of vegetal decoration on the
top and bottom faces; would originally have a separate central pivot bar, now missing. 38x23mm

COTT81/02/04
A copper alloy buckle of late 17th century type with opposing panels of cast on decoration; would
originally have a central pivot bar, now missing. 40x26mm

COTT81/02/05
A fragmentary copper alloy spectacle buckle of 16-17th century date; the surviving half has a
projecting lip for the pin rest flanked by two horns. 26x18mm

COTT81/02/06
A fragmentary copper alloy spectacle buckle of 16-17th century date with projecting horns from each
end of the central buckle bar. 24x18mm

COTT81/02/07
A fragmentary copper alloy spectacle buckle of 16-17th century date. 23x19mm

COTT81/02/08
A fragmentary copper alloy spectacle buckle of 16-17th century date; the pin is still attached to the
central bar and articulates. 23x19mm

COTT81/02/09
A double looped copper alloy buckle with one square and one D-shaped aperture, the exterior profile
mimicking this shape (16-17th century). The buckle has decorative knops on the four corners and on
either end of the central bar and decorative beading along one edge. 23x19mm

COTT81/02/10
An 18th century shoe buckle of copper alloy; slightly deformed by post-depositional damage. 36x25mm

COTT81/02/11
A large double looped baldric buckle in fragmentary condition, 16-17th century. 50x25mm

COTT81/02/12
A large copper alloy belt clasp; die stamped in a vegetal motif; 19th century and for a baldric or sash.
89x34mm

COTT81/02/13
Copper alloy shoe buckle of c.18th century date; iron staining by hole for buckle bar; 31x23mm

COTT81/02/14
Copper alloy tongue from shoe buckle of c.18th century date; the usually plain crescentic hasp has in
this case a decorative scalloped profile and the main body has a maker’s stamp, the initials ‘IO’ (or IC)
in a shield set under a stylised crown (a horizontal band with three triangles above). Length 28mm



From top row, left to right; Nos 1-10 and 13 and 14 (bottom right)

COTT81/02/15
Annular brooch fragment bearing same design as above; 7mm wide, 32mm long

COTT81/02/16
Annular brooch fragment bearing same design as 14; 6mm wide, 19mm long

COTT81/02/17
Fragment of a large Highland brooch bearing the same pattern as 13; 11mm wide by 58mm long

COTT81/02/18
Fragment of a small, undecorated annular brooch; 7mm wide, internal diameter 14mm

COTT81/02/19
Fragment of a small annular brooch with a decorative line running along the circumference; the brooch
bears the marks of having once had a central setting.11m wide, 36mm diameter

COTT81/02/20
Fragment of an annular brooch; an unusual design in that the interior circumference has been designed
with a triangular scalloped profile. There is no sign of decoration on the surface. 29mm long

COTT81/02/21
A late medieval/post-medieval annular brooch; distorted but intact, aside from a break at the pin bar;
the brooch is suffering from bronze disease and decoration is largely obscured, although that visible
indicates a similar style to those above. Exterior diameter 44mm, 10mm wide

COTT81/02/22
Fragment of a large 16-17th century copper alloy Highland brooch; the brooch bears engraved
decoration of regularly spaced triangles of the same design as COTT6800, A brooch from Lochdu,
Nairn. 14mm wide, 70mm long



COTT81/02/23
Fragment of a small copper alloy annular brooch bearing a zigzag pattern of alternating solid triangles
and parallel banding. 7mm wide, 36mm long.

COTT81/02/24
Small fragment of a silver annular or Highland brooch, consisting of the pin bar and adjacent shoulder
of the brooch, displaying upon the face three curving bands of linear decoration. 9x12mm

Top Row, left to right; 19, 15, and 23; bottom row; 18, 16, 24 and 20

COTT81/02/25
Figure of Christ on the cross; still awaiting confirmation but most likely medieval. The cross and figure
are separate and are joined by rivets –only one now remains. The figure has been cast in one piece from
copper alloy and the relevant detailing of face, musculature and loincloth added afterwards by
engraving.



COTT81/02/26
Medieval strap end comprising a thin sheet of copper alloy folded over upon itself and engraved with a
diamond pattern on the front. 26x11mm

COTT81/02/27
Medieval strap end plate set with four rivet holes in a loose zigzag pattern; the plate is plain and
undecorated although the lobate profile suggests it was designed to be visible and so not a back plate.
27x19mm

COTT81/02/28
Copper alloy belt plate, fragmentary but retaining one rivet; 23x16mm

COTT81/02/29
Copper alloy belt plate, fragmentary but retaining one rivet; 23x15mm

COTT81/02/30
Copper alloy belt plate, fragmentary but retaining one rivet; suggestions of an openwork design at the
point of breaking; 23x20mm

COTT81/02/31
Copper alloy belt plate, fragmentary but retaining one rivet; suggestions of an openwork design
identical to 30 at the point of breaking; 23x22mm

COTT81/02/32
Medieval strap end buckle plate of lobate form produced from sheet metal, retaining two rivets;
23x22mm

COTT81/02/33
Medieval strap end buckle plate of sub-circular form; fabricated from sheet metal and retaining four out
of five rivets. 28x27mm

COTT81/02/34
Medieval or post-medieval strap end buckle plate; the pivot bar of the buckle is still held in the ‘jaws’
of the plate and a leather fragment is clamped between the inside faces of the plate. 16x18mm

COTT81/02/35
Strap mount or plate folded into a rectangular profile from sheet metal. Medieval or later, the latter
perhaps more likely. 24x15mm

COTT81/02/36
Post-medieval belt or harness mount in a foliate design showing an openwork heart as the central
design. 24x18mm



From top row, left to right, objects 26 to 36

COTT81/02/37
Medieval strap end or chape fabricated from sheet metal and terminating in a cast sphere; length
20mm.

COTT81/02/38
Medieval dagger chape; made from sheet metal and plain and undecorated; 37mm.

COTT81/02/40
Medieval or later copper alloy chape; a band of silvery metal encircles the top of the chape; 65mm

From left to right; 38, 40 and 37



COTT81/02/41
Lenticular copper alloy stud with a single central mounting nail; most probably from item of 18th

century or later furniture. 18mm

COTT81/02/42
Fragmentary copper alloy harness fitting of a common post-medieval type; 34mm

COTT81/02/43
Fragmentary copper alloy harness fitting of same style as 42; 28mm

COTT81/02/44
Fragmentary copper alloy harness fitting of same style as 42; 16mm

COTT81/02/45
Fragmentary post-medieval harness fitting stamped from sheet copper alloy; 36mm

COTT81/02/46
Circular copper alloy harness fitting with a central decorative boss; 23mm

COTT81/02/47
Circular copper alloy harness fitting; 15mm

COTT81/02/48
Circular copper alloy harness fitting with a domed profile and central decorative boss; 17mm

COTT81/02/49
Circular copper alloy harness fitting with leather still held in the retaining pins; 15mm

COTT81/02/50
Copper alloy harness or belt fitting in a sub-rectangular shape; 19mm

COTT81/02/51
Copper alloy drawer handle of 18-19th centuries; retains traces of iron rivets in the mountings and
evidence of tinning on the surface; 32mm

COTT81/02/52
Copper alloy domed mount with a central decorative boss that appears to have held a single shank;
most probably a 17th century button. 27mm

COTT81/02/53
Medieval copper alloy belt trapezoidal belt mount; 21mm

COTT81/02/54
Medieval silver or pewter belt mount with a square profile depicting a stylised quatrefoil flower with a
central boss in the shape of a Maltese Cross. The mount is very well made and has been ‘sweated’ to a
copper alloy plate with a single fixing pin. 10mm



COTT81/02/55
Medieval or early post-medieval belt mount in the shape of a lopsided heart. 24mm

COTT81/02/56
Medieval quatrefoil belt mount in the shape of a flower; mount still retains an iron rivet and is damaged
where hole for second rivet would have been. 19mm

COTT81/02/57
Cast pewter medieval belt mount in an elongated triangular shape; 22mm

COTT81/02/58
Copper alloy medieval belt mount in a n elongated triangular shape; still retains part of pewter coating;
22mm

From top row, left to right; 52 to 58

COTT81/02/59
Remains of a late 18th or 19th century toy figure cast in lead/tin alloy; comprises feet attached to a flat
oval base by cast in rivets. 21mm

COTT81/02/60
Possible writing lead of sub-circular profile; end is abraded and shows no clear point; 65mm long and
8mm diameter at widest point.

COTT81/02/61
Writing lead which terminates in a chisel point and has been twisted longitudinally to resemble fusilli
pasta, presumably to ensure a better grip or simply for decoration. 6mm diameter

COTT81/02/62
Short lead of circular profile that terminates in a chisel point. 31x7mm



COTT81/02/63
Writing lead terminating in a sharp point and with a flat spoon shaped head with a curving profile that
fits comfortably between the fingers. Possibly designed both in length and grip to ensure a precise and
comfortable use. 43mm

COTT81/02/64
Length of lead of rectangular profile with one broad chisel head and tapering to an apparent point at the
other end (extreme point abraded). Possible writing lead, 45mm long.

COTT81/02/65
Length of roughly shaped lead; possible writing lead, 36mm.

COTT81/02/66
Flat, rectangular profiled length of tin/lead alloy terminating in a chisel point. Possible writing lead or
ingot, length 47mm.

COTT81/02/67
Fragment of possible writing lead, length 40mm.

COTT81/02/68
Fragment of lead/tin alloy; ingot or writing lead, length 40mm.

61 and 62

COTT81/02/69
Lead bale seal with Dutch coat of arms on one side and the legend ‘R&A 487’ on the other. 22mm

COTT81/02/70
Lead bale seal with Dutch coat of arms on one side and the legend ‘R&A 289’ on the other. 22mm

COTT81/02/71
Lead bale seal of A & W Glen of Glasgow (rest of legend obscured); other side bears the legend
‘EXTRA’ in a circular border. 20mm



COTT81/02/72
Lead bale seal of A & W Glen of Glasgow (rest of legend obscured); other side bears the legend
‘EXTRA’ in a circular border. 20mm

COTT81/02/73
Lead bale seal bearing the device of ‘TATE’ set in a diamond and on the other the legend ‘Henry Tate
and Son Liverpool’. 21mm

COTT81/02/74
Rectangular lead bale seal bearing monogrammed initials in a cartouche upon one side and a depiction
of a bull and sheep set in a similar cartouche upon the other. 15x12mm

COTT81/02/75
Fragmentary lead bale seal bearing an ‘O’ in a beaded border on one side and part of a shield upon the
other bearing stars with a Maltese cross at the top. 19mm

COTT81/02/76
Fragmentary lead bale seal showing a partial image of a shield with a star and stand of arms with a
heraldic head set on a torse above. 19mm

COTT81/02/77
Fragmentary bale seal showing partial initials and geometric design. 17mm

Top row, left to right; 69,75 and 72- bottom row; 71, 74 and 70

COTT81/02/78
Circular lead token bearing upon both sides the coat of arms of two cats erect holding a shield above
which there is a device (indistinct) upon a torse, all surmounted by a scroll. Diameter 14mm.

COTT81/02/79
Copper alloy tankard measure lid; 40mm diameter.

COTT81/02/80



Large copper alloy cup weight (48.8g); viewed side on, the top of the weight has an sloping profile,
suggesting the weight was file down to adjust its mass.

COTT81/02/81
Large copper alloy cup weight of 25g

COTT81/02/82
Cup weight of 6g- there are concretions in the interior which add to the weight

COTT81/02/83
Copper alloy cup weight of 4.5g

COTT81/02/84
Copper alloy cup weight of 3.2g

COTT81/02/85
Copper alloy cup weight of 3.1g

COTT81/02/86
Copper alloy cup weight of 1.5g

COTT81/02/87
Copper alloy arm of a fragmentary medieval purse bar; the arm terminates in a gross caricature of the
human face and retains traces of tinning. Length 55mm

COTT81/02/88
Copper alloy candlesnuffer of 18-19th century date. 27x18mm

COTT81/02/89
A copper alloy side-plate (i.e. from the side opposing the lock) of an 18th century flintlock pistol. The
plate has been fabricated from sheet copper alloy and has been decorated with a great degree of skill to
depict a symmetrical floral design. The border is ornamented with a regular design of punched dots.
Judging by size this example would have come from an overcoat or pocket pistol. 90x17mm

COTT81/02/90
A copper alloy escutcheon plate, manufactured with a convex profile to fit on a curving surface. Most
likely a thumb-plate from a pistol (18th century) or a saddle ornament of the same period. 47x20mm



COTT81/02/91
Fragment of 19th century jewellery consisting of a machine stamped circular plate set with a circular
claw surround for a paste stone. Fittings on the back suggest it was the front of a locket. Diameter
20mm

COTT81/02/92
Copper ring with large oval setting for a paste stone; 18-19th century in date.

COTT81/02/93
Fragment of Masonic jewellery consisting of a copper alloy square and compass. Probably Victorian in
date, 16mm in length.

COTT81/02/94
Lead disc with tooth cut edge, no indication of any piercing or aperture. Diameter 25mm

COTT81/02/95
Early Historic copper alloy triangular strap end with three cast on ring and dot decorations; the main
body of the strap end has clearly been brazed to another piece holding the groove for the strap end,
implying it has been adapted from another piece of jewellery. 23x23mm

COTT81/02/96
Copper alloy pin with sheet metal panels riveted to the head; one is now severely damaged whilst the
other is still in a design of two opposing curls. Early Historic, 32mm in length.

COTT81/02/97
Fragment of copper alloy spur



COTT81/02/98
Strainer


